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Student Senate decides to hire accounting firm
By Alison Skratt
s ta ff W riter

The Student Senate has overridden a
University Union Executive Committee
decision by voting to hire an accounting
firm to create a three-year financial
outlook for the much-debated bowling
alley.
Last week UEC Controller Tony
Celebrini proposed that the UEC hire an
independent third party, the accounting
firm of Glenn, Burdette, Phillips and
Booker, to map out the bowling alley’s fi
nancial facts, thereby alleviating fears of
bias. However, the UEC voted against

hiring the firm.
One problem was the contract the firm
suggested asked for a $3,000 minimum fee
and called for increases as the firm saw
the need. UEC member Jana Srigley said
this is an unusual practice for contracts
because it gives very little assurance as to
the final cost.
Charlie Andrews, vice chair of the Aca
demic Senate, was opposed to the firm
chosen as it is the same firm ASI uses.
Andrews said there might be some undue
influence against the bowling alley made
by union management.
Approval of the UEC’s decision came
before the senate Wednesday night.

Srigley, who is also a senator for the
School of Liberal Arts, urged the senate
not to approve the decision. She said the
UEC was wrong to assume the firm would
give biased results.
“ Just think about what would happen
without a CPA,’’ she said, referring to the
other choice of having a student involved
with the finance committee do the outlook.
She felt the students need a third-party
opinion with clout. And she offered an
alternative.
She amended the UEC decision and put
a $3,000 maximum on the accounting con
tract. She also wants the firm to assess
the present equipment under current

standards and give an estimate for future
equipment costs.
An audit committee would be created to
interpret the financial outlook data and
make sure there is no bias involved. The
committee would consist of Andrews,
Celebrini, another UEC representative,
and representatives from the Program
Board, Rec Sports and the pro-bowling
group.
Andrews supported this decision, saying
the possible bias would be filtered out by
the audit committee.
The senate and spectators had much to
say about the issue, but senators passed
See SENATE, back page

N u c le a r r o u le tte c o u ld b e W W III
Stanford professor says all must ensure Earth’s future
By Kristie Kuechler
s ta ff W riter

Nuclear roulette played day after day with small
wars will eventually lead to World War III, accor
ding to a Stanford professor.
Martin Heilman, who teaches electrical engineer
ing at Stanford, told an audience Wednesday that
WWIII is unavoidable if we continue with our
present way of thinking.
Heilman said it is everyone’s responsibility to
ensure the future of the planet.
“ Responsibility is the ability to respond to
changes in the environment,’’ said Heilman. The
word “ responsibility’’ is defined in a negative way,
Heilman said, but we should think of the word in a
positive manner.
Heilman used a black kettle and some BB’s to
demonstrate the amount of destruction the world’s
current supply of nuclear weapons can cause. He
dropped one BB into the kettle to represent all the
bombs that were exploded in WWII. Then he took
a handful of BB’s and dropped them in the kettle
to represent all the weapons that were disarmed in
the INF talks between Reagan and Gorbachev.
Finally he took all the BB’s that were left and
dropped them in the kettle. They represented the
existing bombs. The sound of BB’s falling lasted
between 10 and 15 seconds.
“ We are still very far from solving the problem
of world peace,” said Heilman. The BB
demonstration showed how much destruction is

Martin Heilman

possible with the weapons the world currently has.
A book written by Soviet and American scholars,
“ Breakthrough: Emerging New Thinking,” is
about the issues of nuclear peace and the future of
the world. Heilman was a driving force behind the
writing of the book and visited the Soviet Union
many times during its creation.
Heilman said the book, the recent American tour
See WAR, back page
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Construction continues on the new city library, to be located on the cor
ner of Osos and Palm streets. If everything goes as planned, the new
building should be open in September.

N e w lib ra ry o p e n in g
sla te d f o r thTheisnew library
fa ll
will be joint

By Kristie Kuechler
s ta ff W riter

If everything goes according
to schedule, there should be a
new public library on the cor
ner of Osos and Palm streets
by September.
“ The need has been there for
a number of years,’’ said John
Kellerman, city building of
ficial.
IIÄ

ly funded by the city and the
county. Kellerman estimated
the total cost of the library to
be about $2.5 million. There
are no plans to make changes
in the old library at this point,
he said.
For the past three years the
city and county have been
working together to get the
See LIBRARY, back page

Spotlight
Plaw rig h t J o W e in ste in
b rin g s her aw ard-w inn
ing play, A G ift From the
Heart, to C a l Poly th is
w eekend.
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Second in a Multi
cultural Month series
o f profiles on foreign
stu d e n ts
attending
Cal Poly

Learning to play
Student says Vietnamese
should get more involved
By Kristi Penniman
staff W riter

magine escaping from Saigon two days
before its fall in the Vietnam War, only to
end up in a faraway place where you don’t
understand a word anyone is saying. This
was reality for an international student now at
tending Cal Poly.
Thuan Ha, a finance major, left her South Viet
nam home with her mother and seven brothers and
sisters just before the destruction began. Her fa
ther stayed behind.
Thuan said they spent two days on an island be- Thuan Ha — South Vlatnam
See THUAN, back page
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Editorial

M a lig n a n t m o v ie s
X ilm, once a high form of art, has become television,
the lowest form of entertainment. Movie afficionados in
modern times must endure the same nauseating blend of
commercial propaganda that goes along with such household
hypnosis as “ One Day at a Time.’’
Nearly every current feature-length film shown in the movie
houses is preceded with the innocuous interruption of Pepsi
and Pontiac commercials. And these are not your ordinary
commercials. They are longer and more carefully disguised
than the typical TV commercial, which only raises their
viewer-insult value. Other varieties include the drug abuse
propaganda blurb, the in-house pitch for movie gift certifi
cates, and at least one or two previews of upcoming features.
Some may actually be entertaining, but they all cheapen and
degrade the movie experience.
The film as art has as much foundation in modern life as the
novel, possibly more. Many people today can’t or won’t spend
time to read a novel, and the movie is a way to get some quick
culture and art into the bloodstream of the people. The fine
film stirs the imagination and the heart, exposes new aspects
of the world, and takes people away from everyday pressures.
This is why we go to the movies. But as the adventure begins,
we are told to stop using crack, start drinking Coke, and drive
home safely in a new Pontiac.
The solution lies with the filmmakers themselves. They
must demand that the theater remain pure of commercial
trash. Their product is being cheapened by commercial con
traception. Their million-dollar efforts at brilliance are being
wasted on a medium bitten by commercialism. If something
isn’t done soon, peanut vendors and girl scouts may be cruis
ing the aisles with their nuts and cookies.
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Boys in blue mop up
flaming bikers from hell
w

elcome to another round of “ Poly Follies.”
“ Well, I’mtellin’ you!’’
Today’s guest stars are Public Safety, the
“ Yes, sir.’’
That’s all. Just a simple “ no” and “ sir.” Not,
force that knows how. And will.
“ Oh, I guess I had the silly thing in reverse.” You
The P.S. is winding down its Bike Carefully
doofus: if you can’t remember what mode of
Week in yet another crackdown on sub-Mach
transport you’ve got, chances are slim at holding
Schwinsters. Remember, it’s only temporary, so
m
■■
£
down that Fortune 500
just resume your bad
job.
habits on Monday. San
So sit there, crushed
Luis has a shortage of
and
humiliated, the en
terrorists: you’re our on
Stewart
tire
continent sinking
ly hope.
McKenzie
around you, and receive
But if you do get sidethat ticket. On the pro
swiped by Poly’s finest,
mise
you’ll never do it
just keep in mind the
again, of course. What
Rules of Keen Kommon
were you thinking? Don’t
Kourtesy. Kiss that rear,
forget to tip your hat.
with a subtle flair. Not
Finally, don’t argue
on the left. Not on the
this to the Supreme
right. Right in the mid
Court, just pay the bug
dle. Get my drift?
ger. No plea-bargaining,
As a starter, shocked
no nothing. Going to
and pained expressions
court over a bike infrac
always help. Let yourself
tion is the judicial equivalent to picking your nose
go wild in front of the long arm of the law. Try cry
in public. Give the judge a break. He’s spent the
ing. Or screaming. Contort your face tike it got
whole day sending people to San Quentin and the
sucked up by an abortionists’ vaccum. Maybe
horrors of community service. He could be off
vomit. Regurgitation isn’t pleasant for anyone, not
picking his own nose.
barring the boys in blue. It may reduce your peril
Besides. Cal Poly has all the blue-ribbon evidence
to a warning. Don’t bet your rent on it, though.
Another useful tactic is to do the disbelieving,
puppy-dog eyes. The it-couldn’t-have-possiblybeen-me look. You should know it well — how else Fellow students gawk and point
at you, the wayward bike
do you pry money out of parental pockets?
If this doesn’t work, quietly prepare yourself for V Q n r Q n t . T t i e V ^ T e H O t I S U Q h i n Q
the end. Note fellow students who gawk and point ,
‘
at one of their own — you, the wayward bike
y O U, t l l 6 y fG iG U Q h ir iQ S t )/O U .
vagrant caught by the system. They’re not
it needs. Helicopter patrols. Satellite photos.
laughing with you, they’re laughing at you.
Shotgun
mikes. Hell, you were dead meat before
Keep conversation to a minimum. What you say
you slapped your roll-on on your pits this morning.
can and will make you look like a blubbering idiot.
So show some respect. Your days as the outlaw
Playing dumb is enough. It’s expected.
of Via Carta are over. No more mowing down of
“ Excuse me there, son. You know, you were be
jittery drivers and swearing peds. You were this
ing a bit reckless back there.”
close to gettin’ those cuffs slapped on. Next thing
“ How so, officer?”
you know, it’s a lynching.
“ Son, did you know that you completely ran that
So be a Good Citizen and live by the laws of the
stop sign?”
land.
At least until Monday.
“ No, sir.”
“ And mauled three pedestrians?”
Mr. McKenzie is proud to report the arrival o f a
“ No, sir.”
gurgling,
bouncing, pending driver’s license
“ And upset a truckload of Wine-in-a-Boxes?”
suspension.
“ No, sir.”
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Star Wars
takes
offense
Editor:
I am compelled to respond to
your naive editorial regarding
“ Star Wars.” The idea that Star
Wars is a magic umbrella to pro
tect the world from nuclear
holocaust is pure propaganda.
Most scientists agree that Star
Wars is not technically feasible
as a defensive system. Even at
its technological best. Star Wars
would not be effective enough
against a massive Soviet attack
to prevent catastrophy.
As a satellite, a Star Wars
system would be especially vul
nerable. It is interesting that the
Soviets are now working on the
ground-based laser technology
necessary to destroy an SDI sat
ellite. And what if we decided to
share our Star Wars technology
with the Soviets? The systems
could easily destroy each other.
This arrangement would give a
huge advantage to the country
that initiates war. It could actu-

ally encourage nuclear war.
Dr. Robert Bowman, past
director of Star Wars programs,
spoke here last month. Accor
ding to him. Star Wars might be
up to 90 percent effective against
ballistic missiles if you attacked
the enemy missiles in their silos
before they’re launched and if it
were a surprise attack. So Star
Wars could only be effective in a
first-strike situation. We could
destroy the Soviet Union with
our nuclear weapons and use
Star Wars at the same time to be
sure that they couldn’t retaliate.
In other words. Star Wars is an
O F F E N S IV E w e a p o n . No
wonder the Soviets are so wor
ried about it. It’s an attempt by
the U.S. to gain absolute peace.
The only real value of Star Wars
is as a bargaining chip.
Let’s write to our repre
sentatives and encourage them
to cash it in. Imagine all the good
we could do with the money we’d
save.
— Nan A. Byars
engineering technology dept.
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Name-your-price restaurant
avoiding freeloaders, so far

Inventor will appeal refusal
for patent on energy machine

Moslem group takes credit for
kidnapping of U.S. Marine

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Restaurateur Jerome
Rowitch is so confident that people will pay a fair price
for a fine meal that he’s begun letting customers write
their own tabs.
Rowitch’s Sculpture Gardens Restaurant, tucked away
in the seaside Venice district, offers gourmet food and a
romantic atmosphere with such amenities as classical
concerts performed during dinner. There’s just one pro
blem: In a city bursting with restaurants, the Sculpture
Gardens has gone largely unnoticed.
“ We are off the beaten track,’’ Grossman said. “ Very
few people know we are here.’’
That will change, Rowitch hopes, once people learn
they can name their price for a plate of asparagus and
shrimp in raspberry vinaigrette, followed by leg and
saddle of rabbit in Cabernet sauce with Dalmation sage
and fresh vegetables.
Suggested prices are on the menu. So far, Rowitch
said, only three people have paid less, with the average
customer paying $7.50 more.

WASHINGTON (AP) — An inventor who claims he
has devised a machine that produces more energy than it
uses says he will appeal a judge’s refusal to force the
government to give him a patent for his invention.
“ I am pleased the judge has finally ruled because I am
counting on getting up to the higher court,’’ Joseph W.
Newman said Wednesday after U.S. District Judge
Thomas Penfield Jackson rejected his lawsuit against
the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office.
“ I was very certain he was going to be consistent and
rule against me,’’ said Newman, 51, of Lucedale, Miss.
Jackson upheld the Patent Office’s refusal to grant a
patent for the device, saying there was insufficient
scientific evidence to support Newman’s claim the
machine converted matter into energy.
Patent examiners rejected Newman’s application after
ruling that such a machine would violate the second law
of thermodynamics. That law says energy is consumed
by any mechanical process so that a machine cannot
produce more energy than is used to power it.

TYRE, Lebanon (AP) — Moslem militiamen searched
rain-drenched citrus groves and valley caves Thursday
for Lt. Col. William R. Higgins, and their leaders
threatened to go after his kidnappers unless the U.S.
Marine is freed soon.
“ We want Higgins back and we have no red line as far
as his case is concerned,’’ said Daoud Daoud of the
moderate Shiite militia Amal, the dominant force around
this ancient port.
U.N. peacekeeping troops and about 1,500 Amal
militiamen virtually sealed off a 300-square-mile area.
An anonymous telephone caller said a previously
unknown group carried out the abduction Wednesday
just south of Tyre. He claimed Higgins, who commands
U.N. truce observers in south Lebanon, is a CIA agent.
The abduction brings the number of foreign hostages
in Lebanon to 25, including nine Americans. Most are
believed held by pro-Iranian Shiite extremists, whose
main Hezbollah militia has been challenging Amal’s
dominance in south Lebanon.

Sunrider expands recall of
products in salmonella threat
TORRANCE, Calif. (AP) — Sunrider International, a
distributor of nutritional products, has recalled its
Nutrien and VitaLite lines because of possible salmonel
la contamination and closed the plant where some of the
products were made.
Sunrider disclosed the actions Thursday, although the
recall began Jan. 22 for its Pina Colada Nutrien, was
later expanded to all Nutrien flavors and Feb. 12 was
broadened to include its VitaLite breakfast, lunch and
dinner lines that contain Nutrien.
The products had been distributed nationally.
No salmonella contamination was found in any of
Sunrider’s more than 60 other products, but the com
pany said it has instituted “ a massive testing regimen to
detect the source of the Nutrien contamination and to
guarantee against any future failure of quality control.’’

WASHINGTON (AP) — Filmmakers Steven
Spielberg and George Lucas will ask a Senate panel to
expand the nation’s copyright laws to prevent things
such as the controversial coloring of black and white
films, the Directors Guild of America announced Thurs
day.
The two, who between them have made some of the
world’s biggest moneymaking movies, will testify March
3 in favor of legislation to give directors the “ moral
rights’’ over changes in their completed works.
Spielberg and Lucas are among many directors and
actors who have decried the process that has been used
to release new color versions of movie classics like
“ Casablanca.’’
The directors guild has marshalled top movie figures
such as Woody Allen and Ginger Rogers.
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MOSCOW (AP) — Communist Party leaders Thurs
day dropped Boris N. Yeltsin, the outspoken former
Moscow party boss, from the ruling Politburo and pro
moted officials charged with reforming economic plan
ning and party personnel.
In a wide-ranging address to about 300 members of
the policy-making Central Committee, party leader
Mikhail S. Gorbachev said the Soviet Union faces a
“ most serious financial problem,’’ and he called for “ free
competition of minds’’ under his policy of openness.
Gorbachev also said the Central Committee should
devote a future session to the problems of the more than
100 nationalities that populate the Soviet Union. Ethnic
groups in the Baltic states and elsewhere have been
agitating in recent months for greater autonomy or
outright independence.
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Soviet Communist leaders
boot ex-party boss Yeltsin

Filmmakers lobbying senate
to prevent films’ colorization
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Incidence o f genital warts has reached epidemic heights
By Marina Chang
s ta ff Writei

Probably the least well-known
of all the sexually transmitted
diseases is condylomata accum in ata, more com m only
known as genital warts.
Like many sexually transmit
ted diseases, the incidence of
genital warts is on the rise and
within the last three to four
years has reached epidemic pro
portions.

4

Lorraine Berg, nurse practi
tioner for the La Femme clinic at
the Health Center,
said the
center sees several new cases of
genital warts a day and that the
disease is very contagious and
probably the most virulent.
“ It’s hard to predict why one
person gets it and the next per
son doesn’t,” she said. “ Usually
it’s transmitted in the skin con
tact but I’ve had some patients
that have never been sexually
active that have the virus also.”

essential that the other partner
get checked and examined.”
Berg said removal methods of
the warts include acids, blister
ing agents, freezing compounds
and even surgical excision for
extreme cases. All cause some
degree of discomfort.
“ Generally speaking, genital
warts are easily treated, but
some cases are resistant,” she
said. “ Some people will respond
immediately — other patients we
have seen for months and

Genital warts are fleshy
growths which appear in the
genital area. Berg said they can
be seen visually, although some
cases are microscopic. She said
the warts will persist, may grow
larger and can lead to precancerous changes if the infec
tion is left untreated.
“ They can be anywhere from
the size of a pinhead to the end of
your finger,” she said. “ It’s just
as common in men as in women
so if one partner has it, it’s

A MAJOR CONVENIENCE BREAKTHROUGH

/

N ER O ’S PIZZA & PASTA PRESENTS

months.”
Genital warts seem to be pro
minent in the general population,
Berg said, and are not specific to
any age group or gender. She
said the incubation period can be
anywhere from
one to three
months, but may extend to sev
eral years before symptoms
develop.
“ Once you’ve been exposed to
the virus, you run the risk of it
reoccurring spontaneously — and
the reason for that is not
known,” she said. “ We’re learn
ing more and more about this
virus because it does seem to be
so common ”
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LATEST VIDEOS NOW
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48 HOURS
ALIEN
ALIENS
ALL OF ME
ALL THE RIGHT MOVES
ARMEO ANO OANGEROUS
AT CLOSE RANGE
BANO OF THE HANO
BEOROOM WINOOW
BEST OF TIMES
BEVERLY HILLS COP
BIG CHILL
BILL COSBY 49
BLACK WIDOW
BLAME IT ON RIO
BLUES BROTHERS
BREAKFAST CLUB
BURGLAR
CAOOYSHACK
CHILDREN OF A LESSER GOD

CLOCKWISE
COBRA
COCOON
CODE OF SILENCE
COLOR OF MONEY
COMMANDO
CRITICAL CONDITION
CRITTERS
CROCODILE DUNDEE
CROSSRDADS
DEADnME STORIES
DEATH WISH III
DELTA FDRCE
DOWN AND OUT IN BEVERLY HILLS
ERNEST GOES TO CAMP
FERRIS BUELLER S DAY OFF
FOURTH PROTOCOL
FRIGHT NIGHT
FROM THE HIP
FX
GOLDEN CHILD
GODNIES

GREMLINS
HANNAH AND HER SISTERS
HARRY AND THE HENDERSONS
HEARTBREAK RIDGE
HIGHLANDER
HITCHER
HDOSIERS
HDUSE II
INVASION USA
JAGGED EDGE
LEGAL EAGLES
LETHAL WEAPON
LIGHTSHIP
LITTLE SHOP OF HORRORS
MAKING MR. RIGHT
MANHAHAN PROJECT
MANNEQUIN
MAXIMUM OVERDRIVE
MISSING IN ACTION
MISSION
MONEY PIT
MOSQUITO COAST
MURPHY S LAW
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i
MURPHY’S ROMANCE
MY SCIENCE PROJECT
NO MERCY
ONE CRAZY SUMMER
OUTRAGEOUS FORTUNE
PALE RIDER
PEGGY SUE GOT MARRIED
PDLTERGEIST
PDLTERGEIST II
PRETTY IN PINK
PROJECT X
RAIDERS OF THE LOST ARK
RAW DEAL
RICHARD PRYOR SUNSET STRIP
RISKY BUSINESS
RIVER'S EDGE
RUNAWAY
RUNNING SCARED
RUTHLESS PEOPLE
SILVERADO
SIXTEEN CANDLES
SDME KIND OF WONDERFUL

SOUL MAN
ST. ELMO’S FIRF
STAND BY ME
STAR TREK III SEARCH
FOR SPOCK
STAR TREK IV VOYAGE HOME
SUMMER HEAT
SUMMER RENTAL
TEMPLE OF DOOM
TERMS OF ENDEARMENT
THE FLY
THREE AMIGOS
n N MEN
TOP GUN
TOUGH GUYS
WANTED DEAD OR ALIVE
WELCOME TO IS
WHO'S THAT GIRL
WITCHBOARO
WITNESS
YOUNG SHERLOCK HOLMES
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Order your lunch or dinner from Nero's full menu of great-tasting
affordable Italian dishes, and get the blockbuster video of your choice
delivered with your meal tor only $3.00. But wait, there's more! By tilling out
and returning the Nero's Video Membership Application (delivered with
your first order) your video price tor all future orders will be only $2.50—
delivered! Membership Applications and two forms of I.D.'s must be
brought to Nero's in person tor approval. There's no charge tor becoming
a member and we'll even give you a tree soft drink just tor bringing in
the application!
The next day we'll pick up the videos tor tree it you piece another food
order by 5:00. (We charge $1.00 to pick up videos without making a
food delivery.) Or you can bring the video to Nero's by 5:30. For your
convenience, there's a 24 hour drop slot and passenger loading zone in
front of Nero's.
’ Please rewind all tapes to avoid $1.00 rewind charge.
’ Videos are not available without food order.
’ Late returns are charged another day rental.
FREE DELIVERY in SLO C ity Limits

$2.00 outside city limits

w o rld

tra v e l,

H a w a ii,

C a r ib b e a n , e tc .

B aham as,

C A L L NOW :

2 0 6 - 7 3 6 -0 7 7 5 E xt.

_177 J

Valentines Special
H o t O il M a n ic u re

WAS $10

A c ry lic F ills
$ 1 6 .5 0
WAS $20
Linen and Silk Wraps
$30
WAS $40

---------

HERE’S H O W IT W ORKS:

NOW HIRING M/F
S u m m e r & C a r e e r O p p o rtu n itie s
(W ill T ra in ). E x c e lle n t p ay p lu s

$8

SAMPLE SELECTION OF VIDEOS
■ « Ml »'

CRUISE SHIPS

hew

MENU SELECTIONS

Lowest Priced Piping Hot
Pizza • Fresh Chicken
Parmigiano Sub &
Spaghetti • Fettucini
Alfredo • Calzone •
Pastas • Salads •
MUCH MORE •

543-1114
e N E R O ’S
pizza & pasta

1017 Monterey St.
San Luis Obispo

Nails By Iva
5 4 4 Higuera

5 4 4 -1 7 1 7

TIME FORA
Kinko’s can help you
prepare for your future. We
have a wide range of papers
and envelopes to give your
resume the professional
look it deserves.

kinko'S’
Great copies. Great people.

OPEN 24 HRS.
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(L-R) Martha Perantoni, Jack Nimitz and V Craig Heidenreich

Gift From the Heart
A w a r d -w in n in g p la y w r ig h t b rin g s g ifte d ta le to th e sta g e
By Karen Bonham, S ta ff Writer
Photos By David Grey, Mustang Daily
al Poly’s theatre and dance
department
along
wi t h
playwright Jo Weinstein have
been selected to be co-recipients
of this year’s Playwright’s Travel
Grant Award from the National
tion for Jewish Culture.

e

Weinstein traveled to Cal Poly from her home in
Roanoke, Virginia, to help in the production of her new
play, A Gift From the Heart, which began its premier at
the Cal Poly Theatre last night.
“ It’s so exciting to be a part of the process of develop
ing a new play, especially for me, being the author. After
working on this play for so long, it’s wonderful to finally
see it come to life,’’ Weinstein said. “ I don’t feel that a
play is really ever finished, until it’s had a good, strong
production.’’
Weinstein’s past works have included staged readings
and productions in several eastern states, including
Virginia, New Hampshire and Georgia. Having studied
theatre and playwriting, she graduated with honors from
Goucher College in Baltimore.
A Gift From the Heart is the story of an immigrant

Jew who yearns for his son to take over the family
business he has struggled to establish in the new world.
The conflict between father and son is heightened
when the son, Isaac, chooses a career in the theater over
his father’s wishes.
Closely related to the
s to ry
of
B ib lic a l
Abraham and Isaac, the
ill
play is written in a
modern and naturalistic
style.
D ire c to r
M ich ael
Founda
M a lk in ,
a
th e a tr e
department
professor,
said the award is given
annually by the New
York-based foundation to
playwrights whose work
enhances the image of
Jewish culture.
He emphasized the
award is most welcome
and will help in meeting
the departm ent’s ex
p en ses
fo r
the
production, in addition to making it possible for Weins
tein to spend three weeks at Cal Poly.
Weinstein explained background research for the pro
ject was both extensive and time-consuming.
“ I spent a lot of time talking with people from the

JewishFederation
in Atlanta to understand the exact
process that Polish Jews once had to go through to get
into this country,’’ she said.
Additionalresearch
includedbecoming familiar
with
Jewish religious practices and rituals. This required ex
tensive interviews and time
spent in libraries reading up
on this culture.
“ 1 had to find out where
the characters of my play
1 don’t feel that would have lived during this
period of time. 1 found both
a play is really the neighborhood and even
ever
finished, the house that they would
have lived in,’’ Weinstein
until it’s had a said.
good,
stro n g
She said she still has sev
eral
other plays in the works
production.
she would like to see pro
— Jo Weinstein
duced soon.
A Gift From the Heart is
first in the series of the
theatre and dance depart
ment’s New Play Festival.
The play will continue this
weekend at 8 p.m. The theater will present a second
play. Dog Logic, May 12.
Tickets for A Gift From the Heart are $6 for the public
and $5 for students.
Please see play review on Spotlight page 3.
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Ethnic rhythms
highlight week

ft* r*s

ew York-based singer-songwriter Judy
Gorman-Jacobs and Maiko, a poetry
and percussion ensemble, will perform
Feb. 25 in the Chumash Auditorium. The
concert is part of Women’s Week.
Gorman-Jacobs performs many styles in
cluding jazz, blues, traditional and contem
porary songs. She appeared recently, along
with James Taylor, Carly Simon and Rita
Marley, in the film In Our Hands, which is
about the U.S. peace movement. She has also
performed with Harry Belafonte and Pete
Seger.
In addition to her musical performance,
Gorman-Jacobs will present a workshop titl
ed “ A History of Women in Music” Thurs
day at noon in University Union Room 220.
The workshop will cover: songs of bitter/
bittersweet, songs of rebellion, songs of
organizing and songs of courage and pride.
Maiko, a Japanese word meaning “ dancing
girls” , is a multi-ethnic ensemble formed
from a San Jose-based women’s group. The
ensemble features Latin and African per
cussive styles, blended with poetry, drama
and choreography.
Tickets are $2 for students and $3 for the
public and are available at the U.U. Ticket
Office. The show begins at 8 p.m.
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A union o f style and practicality
n exhibition titled “ One
Color, Two Color” features
more than 50 graphic design
works and is being shown in
University Art Gallery.
The show, sponsored by the art
and design department, features
winners of a national competition
held by the American Institute
of Graphic Artists.
Items exhibited include adver
tisements, letterheads, logos and
annual reports designed by pro
fessional visual artists for their
clients. Other items in the exhib
it include corporate graphics,
signage, book jackets and record
album covers.
The show features some of the

A

best new graphic designs in the show the union of sperm and egg
country. The styles and tech- and the united souls of man and
niques used are both mentally woman.
the and visually innovative, yet The letterheads and logos take
on different identities. Some are
understandable.
One highlight of the exhibit is w him sical and others are
“ The Many Side of People” 1987 understated. Each one remains
diary, by People Magazine. With memorable without losing a
intriguing photos and revealing sense of professional quality.
Each item in the exhibit uses a
words, the diary shows “ the up
combination
of clear and simple
side, the down side, the inside,
the outside” of some of 1987’s words combined with only one or
most prominent people, as seen two colors to create an image
through the perceptive eyes of that is fresh, new and forward
thinking.
America’s finest photographers.
The show will run through
Another noteworthy item is a
birth announcement that incor Sunday, March 13.
porates the surname of the
parents, Cox, into the design to By Hope Hennessy
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by Berke Breathed
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Find out how you can have your medical school tuition, required books and
fees paid in fu ll— plus earn more than $600 a month w h ile you attend school.
Clip and mail the coupon below, and we'll send you full details on the Armed
Forces Health Professions Scholarship Program.
We'll tell you how you could qualify for a Physician's Scholarship from the
Army, Navy or Air Force.
If selected, you'll not only beat the high cost of medical school, you'll also gain
valuable medical experience serving on active duty 45 days each school year as
a commissioned officer in the Reserves.
After graduation, you'll serve three years or more— depending on the Service
you select and the level of scholarship assistance you receive— as a respected
Armed Forces physician. You'll also get good pay, regular hours, great benefits
and the chance to work with a variety of patients and the latest medical
technology.
If you meet the age requirements noted below for the Service of your choice—
and want to cut the expense of medical school— send for more information today.

V 3CÍ

MusUncj

FREE
iT 4 0 M

FOR THE
BEST PIZZA
WE USE 100%
REAL CHEESE, FRESH, VEGETABLES

w » « I Send me full details on how the Armed Forces Health Professions Scholarship Program
■ B 9 S can help cut my medical school expenses I meet the age requirements noted below.
I understand I am under no obligation.
Mail this coupon to Armed Forces Scholarships, P.O. Box 2865
Huntington Station, NY 11746-2102
Check up to three: □ Army
□ Navy
□ Air Force
121-S2 years of s h I
years el agel
I l f -35 years of afa)

AND DOUGH. PREPARED DAILY.

Plasss print all information clearly and completely

Name.

□ Male
Firit

□ Female

Last

Middle Initial

Apt. # .

nm . r m
Area C»et

College.
Field of Study.

I I I I I

7.1-1

. State.
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The information you voluntarily provide will be used lor recruiting purposes only The more complete it is. the
batter we can respond to your request lAuthority I0USC503).

" 1 3 4 8 MADONNA RD.
LAGUNA VILLAGE SHOPPING
CENTERC
SAN LUIS OBISPO

TA K E O U T OR DEL
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The hands

roshii

Ikiyoshi

with

he rhythmic sounds of a Japanese
pianist will highlight a musical festival
featuring the big bands of jazz at
Cuesta College.
Cuesta’s “ Weekend Bi Band Bash” will
feature the Toshiko Akiyoshi Orchestra,
along with Akiyoshi’s husband Lew Tabackin
as the principle soloist on teor saophone
and flute.
The No Deadwood Big Band from Cuesta
College, with trombonist Ashely Alexander,
will begin the first night of events.
Composer, arranger and bandleader
Akiyoshi was born in Manchuria, China, but
is Japanese. Trained as a classical pianist,
she began her career at the age of 16 perfor
ming in music halls.
In a Newsweek interview, Akiyoshi said
she believes her oriental background has ad
ded an extra spice to jazz, even though she
acknowledges it is far cry from the tradi
tional American jazz areas of Chicago,
Harlem and Kansas City.
Akiyoshi said her main goal is to have her
music played the right way and considers be
ing a Japanese woman less of a challenge
since she includes part of her culture into her
musical work.
Chris O’Connel, host of KCBX’s “ Morning
Cup of Jazz” show, said, “ Akiyoshi combines
western fusion and eastern music elements
and comes up with something very unique.”
On one of Akiyoshi’s albums, “ Tannuki’s
Night Out,” O’Connel said the title track
“ begins with an oriental flavor, then goes to
a hard-driving jazz background.”
O’Connell said that Tabackin’s Dual Nature
album, especially the song “ Out Of This
World,” features music that travels in
parallel directions. “ He is an amazing

Lew Tabackin

player,” he added.
According to the San Francisco Chronicle,
Akiyoshi attributes her perseverance in her
career to love. “ In order for an artist to sur
vive one must love enough. If you love some
thing enough, you can put up with any
thing.”
One of Akiyoshi’s favorite jazz musicians
is Duke Ellington, whom she said has an
amazing talent to intertwine his black
heritage with musical sound. Akiyoshi
emulates Ellington’s ethnic style of music
and blends it with her oriental background to
develop an unrestricted and imaginative
tonal range.
“ Jazz music is very personal music. 1 con
sider my orchestra as my hands. Like a
female Buddha has 1,000 hands so she can
help others — it’s the same kind of thing,”
said Akiyoshi in the Honolulu Star-Bulletin.
Akiyoshi has played with musical greats:
Dizzy Gillespie, Clark Terry, Sonny Stitt and
many others. In his early career, Tabackin
played with Doc Severinsen’s orchestra on
The Tonight Show.
According to Akiyoshi, Tabackin was the
person who persuaded her that she had
something musical to give.
The jazz weekend begins with The No
Deadwood Big Band on Feb. 20. The Toshiko
Akiyoshi Orchestra with Lew Tabackin will
play Sunday, Feb. 21. Music starts at 8 p.m.
both nights in the Cuesta College auditorium.
Tickets for the concerts are $10 each night
and are available at the Cuesta College
Bookstore and Boo Boo outlets. Reservations
may be made by calling 544-2943, ext. 268.

By Joan M. Halpin
Staff Writer

Premier play illustrates value conflicts with clarity, skill
he struggle between tradi great intensity by V. Craig
tion and change is il Heidenreich. Heidenreich has a
lustrated with straightfor powerful stage presence to por
tray
A sh er’s
dom ineering
ward clarity in the Cal Poly
theatre and dance department’s temper, but also has skill to
play A Gift From the Heart, bring out his ten d ern ess,
which received its world premier especially when values are com
last night in the Cal Poly promised.
Challenging Asher’s tradition
Theatre.
But there is more to this story is his only son Isaac, played by
of an immigrant orthodox Jew Raymond Ricord. In a series of
who is at odds with his son’s flashbacks, we see the events
desire to become an actor, rather leading up to the conflict be
th a n ru n n in g th e fa m ily tween father and son. Ricord is
business. Central to the plot is a much more convincing as young
conflict between practical and I s a a c , w ith his slu m p e d
artistic values and living for the shoulders cowering in the face of
present instead of past sins — his father’s anger. Imagine the
values th at tran scen d the wrath of Asher when he finds out
boundaries of setting and move that Isaac has skipped Hebrew
school to participate in a play
into the hearts of the audience.
The true gift the play offers is that features the biblical David
the understanding that is pain wearing pink tights. But even
fully established between the worse, is that Isaac sings in a
characters and the love that is Catholic church to get the money
for his stage costume. Although
preserved.
The role of the father, Asher Isaac is often whiny, Ricord does
Abrahamowitz, is played with bring out the independence that

f

BUY ONE
GET ONE FREE

PIZZA!

z

A ddllanil P o rto it

M E D iU M

LARG E

•5.49
»6.24
»6.99
»7.74
»8.49

»7.90
»8.85
»9.80
»10.75
»11.70
».95

»10.95
»12.10
»13.25
»14.40
»15.55
»1.15
MEATBALLS
FRESH BELL PEPPER
PINEAPPLE
JALAPENOS
LINGUICA

549-9384
OPEN FROM 11 A.M.
DAILY

IV E R Y

By Anna Cekola
Spotlight Editor

Presents

THE FIRST EVER

"SPOKES MODEL SEARCH"
M ale
F em a le
W in n ers w ill r e c e iv e Free t u it io n a t

A

SMALL

CANADIAN STYLE BACON
EXTRA CHEESE
ANCHOVIES
SAUSAGE

Complementing the main cast
are the seven Abrahamowitz
sisters, a friend and a rabbi, each

played with distinct personality.
The play lasts two-and-a-half
hours and is sluggish through
the first act. But the second act
is a saving grace with its fastpaced use of the script and a
dramatic climax.

fAM FRim VIC!!1

COMBO SPECIAL - 7 TOPPINGS FOR THE PRICE OF 5
PEPPERONI
MUSHROOMS
ONIONS
OLIVES
SALAMI

made more bearable by the
lightness and charm of the
A b rah am o w itz’s
neighbors,
played by Keith J. Roberts and
Maureen Cassidy, a senior
English major.

mats w cofisT

(of e q u a l value)

z
1 TOPPING.. . .
2 TOPPINGS..
3 TOPPINGS..
4 TOPPINGS..
5E«ka Ch««*«
TOPPINGS..
on

causes the conflict.
The mother, Yetta, is played
with mature perserverance by
Martha J. Perantoni. She is
wonderful as a mediator and as a
necessary inspiration to help the
elder Abrahamowitz ease his ex
pectations.
The numerous arguments are

Limited Deiivery Area
Add M (or delivery. AH prices subject to sales tax.

ODEU

And Will Represent The SLY 96 FM
TUn AND GAMES" Department
At Promotional Events!
To Enter Pick Up Registration Forms at. . .

Central Coast Model And Talent
2 6 5 S o u th St.. S uite F San Luis O bispo
or Call 5 4 4 -4 5 0 0 or 5 4 3 -9 4 0 0
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$5 for the performance that begins at 8 p.m.
in the campus auditorium.
Lizzy Borden will be at the Central Coast
Theatre tonight in Pismo Beach. The band,
back again after their “ Call to Metal” show
at the San Luis Obispo Vet’s Hall, is spon
sored by KOTR. Radio station KPGA will be
the next host at the theater on Feb. 23 for
the comeback tour of Robin Trower. And on
Feb. 25 Private Life, discovered and produc
ed by Eddie Van Halen, will rock the theater.
For more information on times and tickets
call 773-3208.

One Color Two Color is the title of an ex
hibit featuring more than 50 graphic design
works at the University Art Gallery in the
Dexter Building. The exhibit features such
works as letterheads, book jackets and record
albums. All pieces are within the two-color
limitation frequently used in the industry.
The show will continue through March 13.

H

M The Dark Room will
z be filled with back
? beats this weekend
g Starting with a Los
Angeles-based reggae
band. Inner Secrets,
Feb. 19. On Feb. 20,
local reggae/ska in
flu e n c e d
Rhyt hm
Akimbo will play.
Music usually starts
about 9 p.m.
Bogie’s Cantina has
New Frontier this
Women In Struggle Quilt

Cal Poly’s U.U. Galerie will feature the in
ternationally traveled Women in Struggle
Quilt through March 18 in an exhibit titled
Women in Struggle: Celebrating Change. The
exhibit is planned in conjunction with
Women’s Week, Feb. 22-26. Also exhibited
will be a tapestry on loan from Mary Beth
Webster, known to many as the grandmother
who speaks for peace. Included in the exhibit
is the Cross Pollination poster set, which
reveals the experience of women and the
communities and vast cultural heritages with
which they are identified. The posters will be
available for sale. There is no admission price
to the Galerie.
ARTernatives is back with a one-time ex
hibit titled Live Art at the temporary loca
tion of D.K.’s West Indies Bar. The event,
featuring performance art, a studio visit and
an art auction, will take place Feb. 24 begin
ning at 7 p.m. Admission is $5. The gallery is
looking for a new location after closing its
Morro Street location in December.
The Central Coast Watercolor Society
show, Aquarius, will be presented at the San
Luis Obispo Art Association Gallery Feb. 20
to March 20. The show will feature a variety
of techniques demonstrated by club
members. An opening reception will be held
Feb. 21 from 2 to 4 p.m. The gallery is
located at 1010 Broad St.

wppkpnd

“ brilliantly evocative and warmly comic”
film, despite its telling of a brutal reality.
This movie finally makes its Central Coast
appearance at the Madonna Plaza Theatre.
One Time Only:
Sandakan — Set in the 1900s, this story
involves a woman journalist who befriends an
old woman, who is sent into prostitution. The
film is part of the continuing winter Japanese
film series. Admissior. is by membership on
ly, which can be purchased at Cal Poly
Theatre box office. The film plays Feb. 22 at
7 p.m. in the Chumash Auditorium. Coming
up in the series is Do-Des-Ka-Den, Life of
Oharu and Merry Christmas Mr. Lawrence.
The Wall — Pink Floyd’s surrealistic in
terpretation into the subconscious of leading
man Bob Geldof is featured at the intense
hour of midnight this weekend at the Fre
mont Theatre. The film is sponsored in part
by the Cal Poly Scuba Club and KZOZ FM
93.3.

cte.
Music and tips for the one-step, fox trot
and tango from Fred Astaire and Ginger
Rogers will be featured this week on Radio
Smithsonian, a new program broadcast every
Monday at 11:30 a.m. on KCBX FM 90.

iiifn
Opening this weekend:
Hail Hail Rock and Roll — Relive the
greatness of Chuch Berry and others in this
musical tribute to the ever-popular 1950s
music era. The film features fast-paced con
cert out-takes and investigates into the
biographies of the biggest stars. This musical
romp splits feature times with The Whales of
August at the Rainbow Theatre. Admission
is separate for both films.
Hope and Glory — In a recent Los Angeles
Times critics poll, this new movie from direc
tor John Boorman ranked behind only
Broadcast News. The scene for the film in
volves bomb shelters, gas masks and irra
tional forces that surround the youthful in
nocence a boy during World War II. It was
described by critic Sheila Benson as a

Donizetti’s comic opera L’Elisir d’Amore
will be the 12thlive broadcast from the Met
this season, Feb.20 at 11 a.m. over the Tex
aco Metropolitan Opera Radio Network. It
will be heard locally over radio station KCPR
FM91.3.
The San Luis Bay Inn is getting into elec
tion ’88 excitement with a crime mystery
party that
will feature a political rally
scenario. On Feb. 21 from 7-9 p.m., the inn
will be the setting for a mind-boggling crime
with a mystery waiting to be solved. Admis
sion is $15 per person or $25 per couple, with
a no-host
barand complimentary
hors
d’oeuvres. Call 466-2096 for more details.
Typed submissions to Spotlight Calendar
must be received by Wednesday at noon for
Friday publication. Send information to
Mustang Daily c/o Spotlight, San Luis
Obispo. CA 93407.

Works of Terry Allen, Mike Henderson and
William T. Wiley are featured at the Cuesta
College Library Gallery through Feb. 22.

The world premier of A Gift From the
Heart, by Jo Weinstein, will set the stage at
the Cal Poly Theatre this weekend. The play
is a story metaphorically akin to the Biblical
story of Abraham and Isaac, but is written in
a modern and naturalistic style. Weinstein
was the recipient of the 1987 John Gassner
Memorial Playwriting Award. (The award is
named in honor of one of New York’s most
famous drama critics, who was also a pro
fessor at Yale.) The play will also run Feb. 19
and 20. Tickets are $5 for students. Reserva
tions can be made by calling 756-1421 be
tween 10 a.m. and 4 p.m.

A “ Weekend Big Band Bash” will
highlight activities at Cuesta College this
weekend. The No Deadwood Big Band from
Cuesta College will play a concert with
trombonist Ashley Alexander Feb. 20. And
on Feb. 21, The Toshiko Akiyoshi Orchestra
with saxophonist Lew Tabackin will perform.
This New York orchestra performs under
composer-pianist Akiyoshi’s name, with
Tabackin as the principle soloist on tenor
saxophone and flute. Tickets are $10 each
night and are available at the Cuesta College
Bookstore and Boo Boo Records outlets.
Music starts at 8 both nights in the campus
auditorium.
Portraits in music at Cuesta College con
tinues Feb. 19 with Julliard graduate Justin
Blasdale on piano. Blasdale studied with
Rosina Lhevinne, an artist who has won
many awards including the 1981 American
Music Competition in New York. Tickets are

Yo La Tengo
Yo La Tengo (Look it up in a Spanish
dictionary) is the name of a guitarorientated band that will play at D.K.’s
West Indies Bar Feb. 20 at 9 p.m.
Formed by rock critic Ira Kapian in
1984, the band recently released a fifth
album for Coyote Records titled “ New
Wave Hotdogs.”

The three-piece band has been noted
for its strange song titles, as well as
dreamy and nervous styled guitar
melodies. Its latest single, “The As
paragus Song,” complements an album
that also features an obscure Velvet
Underground song, “ It’s Alright (The
Way You Live).”

rnovK i

$ 700 b a r g a i n p r i c e
O
5-OWS BE-DRF S 30 PM DAil>

IN SAN LUIS OeiSPO C O U N T Y

MANN FREMONT

"The perteci gift-gitt certificates now on sale at ail theatres
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103b M O N T E R fV ST

FESTIVAL CINEMAS

1121 BT Good Morning Vietnam PG 1:30 4:15 7:00 9:30
(weekdays 7:00 and 9:30 only)

iB

Shoot to Kill R 12:45 3:00 5:10 7:40 9:50

4ß1 7 ßßa
‘401 r J J J

>WV in' R'WNOAdPH ANPRRlSrnRD
ARHnvr>(,HANi)|

Empire Of teh Sun pg 12:30 3:45 7:00 10:00

Moonstruck PG 12:30 2:30 4 45 7:25 9 45

Broadcast News R 1:00 4:00 7:00 9 50

She's Having a Baby pg
12:30 2 40 5 00 7:15 9:40

The Untouchables R 1:45 4:30 7:00 9:15

Three Men and a Baby PG
12:45 2 45 5 00 7 30 9 30

Action Jackson R 12:40 2 40 4:45 7:20 9 2 ^

Falal Attraction R 1:45 4:30 7:15 9:30

Salisfaclion pg13 1 00 3:00 5:00 7:10 9:10 |
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S tu d e n ts try to c a tc h
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Architects’ Poly Royal project to be
kicked off by author Ray Bradbury
By Meredith Svenman
s ta ff W riter

The future is not here but
members of the Cal Poly Design
Village Committee hope they can
catch a glimpse of it. And aiding
them in the quest is science fic
tion novelist Ray Bradbury.
This year’s theme is “ Ar
chitecture of the Future.’’ Brad
bury will be kicking off the event
and conference at a speech to be
given Thursday of Poly Royal.
Design Village is the architec
ture students’ contribution to
Poly Royal. It is site in Poly
Canyon where the architecture
students from Cal Poly and other
universities show structures they
have designed and built around a
specific theme. The structure
they build must be portable and
temporary.
Design Village is commonly

associated with a competition.
But it is really more of a
challenge than it is a competi
tion, said club adviser Howard
Weinsenthal. “ It is a reason for
architecture students from Cal
Poly to work together and ex
plore ideas and themes that they
don’t get a chance to see through
their formal education, and to
compare their answer to the
challenge with those of students
from other universities.’’
Weinsenthal said this par
ticular activity is very much a
learning experience *for the stu
dents. “ They learn to work as a
team and they learn how hard it
is to get a plan on paper to
become a full-size structure.’’
He also said they learn about
the cost of materials, and the
importance of factors such as
slope, sight, location and en-
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The Design Village is a sight to behold.

vironmental conditions.
Weinsenthal said it is impor
tant that Design Village is
student-run. “ It must come from

the students. I’m already a
generation behind them. Any
time I put out an idea it usually
gets voted down but that doesn’t

matter, I learn a lot from the
students.’’
Dawn Rafferty, president of
See VILLAGE, back page

History professor studies ethnic groups on Central Coast
Mixture of people has
given state its vitality
By Marina Chang
Staff W riter

Dan Krieger

Originally trained as an African histori
an and hired by Cal Poly to teach Euro
pean history, Dan Krieger’s “ hobby’’ has
made him a recognized authority not on
the history of Africa or Europe, but in the
history of California — especially the
ethnic groups of the Central Coast.
Krieger said he has always been inter
ested in ethnic groups — how minorities in
different countries interact and how they
establish their livelihood. He said this in
terest ties in strongly to his lifelong inter
est in California.
“ California has always had a mixture of
people which is what has given our state
its vitality ... A notion in California histo
ry is that the so-called Anglos have
become the minority. There’s nothing new
about that because Anglos have always
been a minority from the beginning.’’
Krieger said many immigrants were
drawn to the Central Coast because of the

availability of jobs.
“ The Basques were brought in by the
Spanish to tend the mission herds. At the
end of the mission period, Basques tended
huge flocks of sheep and their drives made
a loop all around the Sierra-Nevada range.
One of the most famous Basque families,
the Leonis’, owned the entire San Fernan
do Valley and their adobe still stands in
Thousand Oaks.’’
In 1864 a drought hit the Central Coast,
destroying all the mission cattle. Krieger
said when they were killed off a new dairy
industry was introduced. He said about
this time period the Italian-Swiss were
economically dislocated in the border be
tween Italy and Switzerland with political
changes there and began to migrate here.
According to Kreiger, the Steele
brothers from San Mateo County took
over the Edna Valley, now the area around
Highway 227, and set up a large scale
dairy farm. The first Italian-Swiss began
to work for the Steele brothers and then
set up their own dairy farms.
Soon there were more than 1,000
Italian-Swiss dairy farms. They would
ship butter and cheese out of Port San
Simeon, Cayucos, Morro Bay, Los Osos

Valley and Port San Luis. San Luis
Obispo County became the most impor
tant dairy county in the state.
Krieger said the Chinese were very in
strumental in building the railroads to
take the cheese and butter to the wharfs.
He said that Ah Louis and his labor crews
were responsible for the construction and
for building virtually all the county roads.
“ Ah Louis came here in 1857. His origi
nal name was Wong On. Captain Harford
who built San Luis Port said he’d never be
able to shout that name across the water
because it would get lost in the sound of
the waves. So he decided to call him Ah
Louis .... You’ll find many ‘Ah so and so’s’
among Chinese names in the beginning —
all given to them by the Anglos.’’
Krieger also guides and lectures study
tours for Cuesta College’s Travel Among
Friends program and writes a column in
the Focus section of the TelegramTribune. He has been working on a book
for the past two years and it is scheduled
to be publishing in the late spring or early
fall. “ Looking Backward Through the
Middle Kingdom; an Illustrated History of
the Central Coast’’ will be distributed at
bookstores everywhere.

Hard work pays o ff for 3 com m unity achievers

By Meredith Svenman
statf w/riter______________________

All their hard work has paid
off. Two students received individual awards and one fraternity
received a group award for excellence in community service.
Senior biology major Michael
Bicocca,
third-year
natural
resources management major
Michael Kiley and Lambda Chi
A lpha
fra te rn ity
received
General Motors Spirit Awards
from Cal Poly President .Warren
Baker and General Motors rep
resentatives at a presentation
and reception Wednesday.
GM acknowledges three Spirit
Award winners during each
school year as part of its pro
gram “ Sharing in Your Future.’’
The award winners each received
three shares of GM stock. GM
spokesman Richard A. Herdegen
said that this is a way to help
students to “ share in GM’s
future.’’
The winners were chosen on
the basis their performance of
voluntary services that ad
dressed valuable, unmet social
needs in the community.
Bicocca contributed more than
400 hours of service as assistant
coach for the San Luis Obispo
High School wrestling team.
Bicocca said he was glad to get
the award and he really enjoyed
his work. “ It (the position as

assistant coach) didn’t seem like
work.’’
Kiley was chosen because of
his role in creating NETWORK,
a community service program in
the dorms. NETWORK coordinates service projects in individual halls, such as a systemwide canned food drive, a Skipa-Meal fund-raiser and dorm involvement in Good Neighbor
Day.
Kiley was also the president of

Student Community Services.
He said he was surprised about
being selected to receive the
award. “ 1 really look up to the
individuals who won last year. It
is an honor. I am very happy.’’
Lambda Chi Alpha received
the award for its participation in
numerous community activities.
The fraternity donated more
than 500 hours and $3,000 to the
San Luis Obispo County Unit of
the American Cancer Society

through its T hrash -a-T h o n
skateboarding marathon.
The fraternity organized a Hal
loween party for developmentally
disabled people at Casa De Vida.
It sponsors a Special Olympic
athlete and a youth baseball
team. The fraternity is also in
v o lv ed
in
n e ig h b o rh o o d
beautification. Good Neighbor
Day and the Interfraternity
Council’s Escort Service.
Vice
P re s id e n t
Je ff

Schumacher, who accepted the
award on behalf of the fraternity,
said it felt great to have received
the award.
San Luis Obispo Mayor Ron
Dunin said services such as these
have a very positive effect on the
relations between the corr;nunii\
and Cal Poly. The mayor added
he is glad that GM, in addition to
selling its products, decided to
give recognition to volunteers.
See GM, page 6
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Frat boys define
What’s shakin
‘

’

By John Alexiou
Staff W riter
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YOUR
CH O ICE

HIGH
PERFORMANCE SKIS

“ G re e k ”
w om en
w ere
everywhere. With wide-open eyes
they watched entrants from
fraternities gyrate, play musical
instruments and grab their crot
ches during the first “ Mr.
Fraternity” contest.
Sponsored by Alpha Omicron
Pi Sorority to benefit the Arthri
tis Research Foundation, the
contest raised more than $3,000
and brought 450 mostly scream
ing women to The Graduate

in several
cplors

Avaiiaeie
in w h it e
black

RACING &
PREMIUM SKIS

99
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Karl Shafer, Mr. Fraternity

Wednesday night.
Contestants were judged by a
panel of women, each repre
senting a «Jorority, as they com
peted in the catagories of talent,
swimwear and formal wear.
The formal wear competition
gave the audience a glimpse of
the contestants’ very different
p erso n alities as each one
responded to a different question
from Master of Ceremonies
Chuck Perry, a SLY 96 disc
Jockey.
Phi Kappa Psi’s Keith Speers
was asked how it would it affect
his life if he won “ Mr. Fraterni
ty.”
“ I’m gonna score chicks,” he
tactfully replied while locking on
and kissing his resisting female
escort.
Perry also questioned L.J.
Rivas from Alpha Epsilon Pi,
asking what beer best describes
his fraternity.
“ It would have to be Schaffer
probably, because we go for
whatever we can get,” he said.
But Karl Shafer, Delta Tau’s
contestant, replied with a sense
of honesty when asked what he
has learned from his fraternity.
“ I’ve learned brotherhood and
unity,” he said. “ There’s a bunch
of individuals in my house, but
when it comes down to the thick
See CONTEST, back page

GM
F ro m p a g e s

He jokingly added he was
disappointed they didn’t bring
any shares for him.
The GM Spirit Award is only a
part of GM’s college program.
The company also supports In
tramural and Rec Sports. Mark
Appel of Rec Sports said if it
weren’t for the support of GM,
Rec Sports could only offer about
half of the programs it does.
The last part of the program is
' ----------------------- ^

an Auto Expo held in May that
gives GM the opportunity to let
students know what GM has
done. Part of the Expo is a draw
ing for $500 to be put toward the
winning student’s tuition.
Cal Poly is one of 12 univer
sities nationwide that is involved
in GM’s College Program.
Herdegen said a motivating idea
behind this program is not just
to build a better community, but
also build a better GM.
■---------- ■
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Seasonal Tips for
Contact Lens Wearers
he changing seasons bring with them a varierty of eye and lens
irritating conditions; spring and summer with pollen, glaring sun and
air conditioning; fall and winter with blustery winds, freezing
temperatures and dry, heated air.
D ry lenses can irritate your eyes and cause them to feel dry, gritty and
tight. If you find yourself rubbing your eyes, it's time to use a lens
lubricant. You should be sure to use one that's approved for use with
your particular type of lenses.
i3 ome of the times when you should pay closer attention to your eyes
and lenses are:
• In air conditioned rooms
• On airplane flights
• While participating in sports

Choose from a
large selection
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N o matter what the season, you don't want to add to the problem by
using eye care products that contain irritating preservatives. One of the
most common preservatives is thimerosal. If you experience a burning
or stinging sensation, or if your eyes are frequently red after using
certain eye care products, you may be sensitive to the
preserative or other ingredients. To avoid
these irritations, look for eye care products that
are thimerosal free. Call or write us today
for a free flyer listing our recommended solutions:

Coopers

2 9 »»

PRICES GOOD THRU 2/2S/88

Copeland^s Sports
962 M o n te re y

San Luis O b isp a 54S-3663
HOURS: Mon-Fri 9:30-6, (Thurs till 9) Sat 10-7, Sun 10-6

Gary L. Englund, O.D.
Contact Lens Specialist
2238 Bayview Dr., Ste E/1112 Vine St.
Los Osos, CA 93402/Paso Robles, CA 93446
( 8 0 5 ) 5 2 8 -5 3 3 3 /(8 0 5 )2 3 8 -1 0 0 1

If you have any contact lens questions, write or
call us - watch for our answers in future articles.
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SCHEDULE
FR ID A Y
□ S o ftb a ll at B a ke rsfie ld T our
nam ent, a ll w eekend, B ake rsfie ld .
□ S w im m in g at C C A A c h a m p i
o n sh ip s, all w eekend. C a l State
B a ke rsfie ld .
□ V\/omen’s ten n is at C a l State
L o s A n g e le s, 2 p.m., L o s A ng eles.
□ Gym nastics
at
Texas
W o m en ’s U niversity, 7 p.m., Den
ton, Texas.
□ W re stlin g at Fre sn o State,
7:30 p.m., Fresno.
□ M e n ’s hoops vs. C a l S tate
L o s A n g eles, 8 p.m.. M ain Gym.
FR ID A Y
□ W o m en ’s te n n is at C hapm an,
10 a.m., O range.
□ M e n ’s ten n is vs. C al Poly
Pom ona, 11 a.m.. C a l P o ly courts.
□ B a se b a ll at S a n ta C la ra (2),
noon, S a n ta C lara.
□ W o m en ’s h oo ps vs. C a l State
N orthridge, 5:45 p.m.. M ain Gym .
□ Gym nastics
at
Texas
W o m en ’s University, 7 p.m., Den
ton, T exas.
□ M e n ’s h o o p s vs. C a l S tate
N orthridge, 8 p.m.. M ain Gym .
SUNDAY
□ B a se b a ll at S a n ta C lara, 1
p.m., S a n ta C lara.
□ W re stlin g vs. A rizo n a State,
7:30 p.m., M ain Gym .

Poly’s first game
away from home
is loss to Fresno

N a e s s s h o w s v e r sa tility o n c o u r t
6-5 freshman is
force from both
inside and outside

The Cal Poly baseball team
opened its four-game road trip
with a 6-1 loss to Fresno State
Wednesday.

By Keith Nunes
staff Writer

BASEBALL
The defeat dropped the
Mustangs’ record to 5-4. It was
their first game of the season
away from Sinsheimer Stadium.
They will continue their road
swing Saturday, when they face
Santa Clara in a doubleheader.
The teams will also play a single
game Sunday.

Although the Cal Poly basket
ball team has faltered in its last
two games, freshman forward
Coby Naess has stood as a pillar
of strength supporting the
m

Mustangs at UCSB
for first dual meets
The Cal Poly men’s and
women’s track teams will com
pete in their first dual meets
Saturday at U.C. Santa Barbara.

TRACK & FIELD
Both squads ran in the
Bakersfield
Invitational last
weekend, bringing home six win
ners. They will make their home
debut next weekend, when they
host a quadrangular meet.

DARYL SHOPTAUGH/Mustang Daily

Only a freshman, Naess leads the team In scoring.

c l a s s i f i p

AMA GOES TO LAI
COME ALONG ON THE ANNUAL
SOUTHERN CAL PROFFESSIONAL TOUR
DETAILS AT AMA MTG

CRAFT FAIR
All you crafty people-Enter your
Crafts in the Lost City of the
Mayas Craft Fair Mar. 7,8,9th
Beginners, Intermediate and advanced
crarters welcome.Pick up Apps in
your Craft Center,Info desk or...

’HERE’S TO YO U’ PRESENTS

INFLATABLE FUN

DELTA CHI
ALPHA

Balloon Bouquets 4 all occasions
13 balloons $11.95 6 for $6.00
free delivery call 544-4759

buy, Buy, BUY! Two 1988 Life in Hell nitro
burning funny calendars for $7 .95. Watch
the days roar by now. Now, NOW! CA res.
add 6.5% tax plus $2 S& H, $10 max. S&H
charge per addressee . Send a $1 SASE for
our crude catalo g(free w/order). Send this
ad, check or M.O. to: LIFE IN HELL, PO BOX
36E64
LA, CA 90036. Offer expires 2/29/88
Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

CAL POLY LACROSSE VS
CHICO ST. SAT. 2/20 1:00 PM
VS UCLA SUN 2/21 1:00 PM
GAMES AT BASEBALL FIELD

ONLY TWO
NIGHTS LEFT
TO SEE
A GIFT FROM
THE HEART

TICKETS AT THE THEATRE & UU

OR AT THE DOOR
DON’T MISS IT!
PROFESSIONAL
SKI TUNING

HAVE YOUR SKIS READY
WHEN YOU ARE
$12 Includes P-tex work, edges
sharpened,hand hot wax & more.
Free pick up & delivery to your
doorstep in SLO or Los Osos. Call
Ted or Mike 7 days a week at

528-2117.
SI.JNGLASSESÜ 9 major brands, all
styles. 10% off with a Cal Poly ID.
VUARNET.BUCCl.OAKLEYSKI-OPTICS
RAYBAN,HOBIE,GARGOYLE.SUNCLOUD
MAUI JIMS,AND REVOS. THE SEA
BARN AVILA BEACH!! OPEN 7 DAYS
A WEEK
THE DEADLINE FOR MUSTANG DAILY CLAS
SIFIED ADS IS 10AM TWO DAYS IN AD
VANCE.

VWVNTED- POLY REPSII
88-89 Apps Avail Now From
Admin 214. Deadline April 1
Special Dates for Lndn Stdy People
Info mtg Feb 24 7-9 Alumni House

ALPHA CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
24-HR LIFELINE 541-3367
FREE PREGNANCY TEST
‘A FRIEND FOR LIFE’

VliATERSklERS with own equipment for
am skiing at Lopez 544-8636

MEN’S HOOPS

SPRING RUSH 1988
FRI 2/10 TG AT CUESTA PARK 3PM
BLOWOUT WITH BINGO NIGHT
AT DAVES HACIEND 9:15PM
SAT 2/20 BBQ AT CUESTA PARK 12PM
SMOKER 1126 SEAIMARD 8PM

IS

YOUR
BABY
DIRT'Y?

AEPiisP

BRING IT TO
CARWASH
ON SUN, FEB. 21 AT 10:00AM-3:00PM
AT 280 CALIFORNIA BLVD.
JT THE SEX KITTEN OF ZTA AND
AGR WE LOVE YOU LAURA & DENISE

:

i

)

THE MIDNIGHT MOVIE at the Fremont
PINK FLOYD THE WALL Fri 19 Sat 20

REC SPORTS MILE SPRINT RUN
S aturd^ Feb 27 9am lots of great
prizes! Sign up in Ree Sports now!

LOST GUITAR- Tues Feb 2 In
Math 227. Please Call 544-3972

‘DIRTY DANCING* BY CATALINA
772-5809 SHE STRIPSI36C-24-34.
TENNIS RACQUET STRINGING
PICK UP & DELIVERY LOW PRICES
$10 NYLON $15 SYN GUT 541-3905

ACADEMIC Word processing. $1.50/
pg. Marcy 541-4214
EXP Typist with LASER PRINTER
Will also format & laser print
from your IBM comp disc 544-7676
Experienced Cal Poly Typist 543-0550
I’m still typing. For work you can
trust call Susie. 528-7805 Thanks

LASER PRINTED TYPING

SIGMA PI
RUSH

WED. 17 5:30 MEET THE BROTHERS
THUR 18 8:00 PASSPORT PARTY
FRI. 19 4:00 TEXAS BBQ
SAT. 20 7:00 OLYMPICS PARTY
SUN. 21 TBA SMOKER invite only

TKE
SPRING RUSH

MARLIN PERKINS JUNGLE PARTY
THURS FEB 18 7:00
BIG SPIN NIGHT
FRIDAY FEB 19 7:00
CELEBRATION OF A LIZARD (60’S)
SAT FEB 20 7:00
BBQ
SUN FEB 21
SMOKER (COAT AND TIE)

390 ISLAY

FOR MORE INFO OR RIDE 544-TEKE

Call: The Latest Wbrd 528-8505
R&R WORD PROCESSING AND TYPING
(Rona),LASER PRINTER w/100-i-type fonts,
student rates,9am-6pm,M-Sat,544-2591
RESUME. PAPERS, PROJECTS, WORD
PROCESSING DONE IN SO. CTY
CONSHA’S OFFICE SUPPLY PISMO
BCH 773-5851 OR 489-0724 EVE
Typist 20-yrs exp Project, Resume
to manuscripts $1.50/pg. 543-3764

HERBAL EXTRACTS from HPP Co. :
ENERGY.......... MENTAL ABILITY
W OMEN’S HERBAL...REEFER REPAIR
For information call 595-7753

DIVE MEXICO
SPRING BREAK

DIVERS & NON-DIVERS WELCOME
FOR INFO CALL NEAL 541-5743

ARBORETUM APPRECIATION DAY
THIS SATURDAY 8AM-NOON AT O.H.
UNIT. A DAY OF SUN AND FUNI
FOLLOWED BY SPAGHETTI FEED,
FREE FOR THE ACTIVE.LETS DO ITI
COED VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENTI
Sunday Feb 28 in main gym. Spaces
Limited to 24 3men/3women teams.
Begins 9am. Sign up NOW in UU 118

POLY CANYON MOUNTAIN BIKE RACE
3:00pm Friday-Feb 19. Sign up in
UU 118. Limited Spaces available

PACKERS/MOVERS NEEDED STRONG
NON-SMOKERS ONLY! RELIABLE
CALL KITTY AT 528-4580 A.S.A.P.
TRUCK DRIVER
Local deliveries of building Mat
erials. MUST HAVE TRUCK EKPERIENCE
AND GOOD DRIVING RECORD. Part/full
time. Must be avail summer. Class 1
licence not required. Call 9am-11am
weekdays 544-1375
Want to spend the summer in the
High Sierras working with child
ren? Walton’s Grizzly Lodge will be
interviewing on March 2. For ap
plication write Bob Stein 4009
Sheridan Ct Auburn CA 95603 Phone
(916) 823-9260
LIFEGUARD
PORT SAN LUIS HARBOR DISTRICT
TYPE OF WORK: Provides lifeguard
services and maintains safe cond
itions for the users of Aviia Beach.

REQUIREMENTS: Graduation from High
School and proof of current certif
ication in lifesaving, first aid and
CPR principles and techniques. Must
be available to work Spring(3/19/88
-4/3/88) and Summer (6/11/88-9/5/88)
Physical testing for this position
will take place the morning of Feb
ruary 2 7,1 98 8 at Avila Beach, and
applicants must take and pass the
test in order to qualify for oral
interview/evaluation to begin
March 5,1988.
APPLICATION OPENING DATE:
February 12,1988, 8:00 a.m.

APPLICATION CLOSING DATE:
February 26, 1988, 3:00 p.m.

POLY ROYAL BOOTH FRAME 8’X8’X8’
Wood and steel construction
ONLY $30.00 543-4301 Iv message

’85 KAWASAKI ELIMINATOR 900
Always Garaged Black Clean & Fast
$2400 OBO Can after 5pm 466-1916

’76 TOYOTA CELICA XLNT RUNNING
COND AmFmCASSETTE $700 549-8120
CHEAP TRANSPORTATION
’79 Chevy Monza, runs perfect, low
mi'es,$1200.OBO Call eve.438-3622

1 F/M ROOMMATE WANTED
OWN ROOM IN 2 BEDROOM CONDO
AVAILABLE SPRING QUARTER
CALL 546-9283
1 M CHRISTIAN wtd furn 1 bIk-Poly
CHEAP 153/mo avi 3/20 544-7951 Roy
1 or 2 MALE Rmmts to share rm
Avail Sp Qtr Fum,5min to Poly
MAKE AN OFFER. DOUG 543-1830
2 Fern to Share room in furnished
twnhse. Wash/dryer, garage, backyd
firepl. $225-M/4utl. Call evn 5441628. Avail 2/15
2 FEMALES TO SHARE ROOMS IN 2
bdr condo w/d micro more $225/mo
starts 3/15 Call Linda 544-4312
2 rmmts needed, M/F non-smokers,
own rooms + pool and spa.
220/mo -M /3 utilities 543-0468

215 OWN ROOM

OR 250 OWN ROOM & BATHROOM
FOR SPRING QUARTER CALL 544-8376

Application/Job Description must be
completed by mail or in person at
the Port San Luis Harbor Office,
Pier 3, Aviia Beach, CA 93424
between the hours 8:00-4:30 Monday
through Friday. Contact (805)5952381 Kerry Forsyth, Marine Safety
Officer, if any questions. All
mailed applications must be post
marked by February 25,1988.

Christian male rmmt Spring Qtr.
walk to Poly 152 month 544-7951

The Port San Luis Harbor District
is an equal opportunity employer.

FEM RMMT NEEDED to share room
in nice 2bdrm Apt, close to Poly
$220/mo. available Spring Qtr.
Please Call Andrea 541-5677

HOURLY RATE: 6.37(entry level)
Warehouseperson, part time, after
noons, Some heavy lifting, 5/hr
Apply at Standard Tile 273-B
Tankfarm rd.

CAL POLY MALE NONSMOKER PRIV HOME
1 ROOM 250 / SML RM 200 543-5832

FEM OWN ROOM IN LAGUNA LK HOUSE
WASH/DRY FIREPLACE DISHWASHER
AVAIL ASAP 541-1528 OR 543-7488

OWN ROOM in Furn 3 bdrm house
wash/dryer Ig yard close to Poly
available March 1 Chris 543-1639
OWN ROOM prefer Christian fem ale
close to Poly/Lucky $230 546-9478
ROOM FOR RENT IN NICE 2BEDROOM
TOW NHOUSE CALL DAWN 544-0430

Miss your horse? I have seven nice
horses who would love to be visited,
groomed, etc. Private stable in
SLO. Some experience a must.
Lessons in exchange for feeding
and regular chores. 549-0123

JUST FOR THE HEALTH OF IT
AFB PRESENTS A RUN/WALK
to your health and for fun
and for prizes
SUNDAY FEB 28
3.5K WALK AT 8:30AM
8.0K RUN AT 9:00AM

Mustangs’ offense.
Naess, who came to Cal Poly
two years ago, is playing his first
official season after redshirting
last year.
“ I’m glad I redshirted,’’ he
said. “ Playing college basketball
right out of high school has been
tough for me. This year the first
couple of games took some get
ting used to. The game at this
level is much faster and more
physically demanding.’’
A week ago the Mustangs were
on top of the world and the
California Collegiate Athletic
Association. But after two
straight losses on the road
against Cal State Domiguez Hills
and Chapman College, they have
See NAESS, back page

-SOFTBALL UMPIRESNeeded for adult recreation games
nights & Saturdays. Experience
prefered but will train outgoing
aggressive individuals $12.00 per
game. Contact Mike lunker 549-7301
Outdoor work building fences etc
Near Campus. $6.00/hr 549-0123

APPLE lle,128k,2 DRIVES,MOUSE,
CPM, MANY PROGRAMS. DANIEL
546-8144 leave msg
$800- COMPLETE
$1100- W/IMAGEWRITER

FOR SALE! White,

VW Rabbit,

diesel.
Looks great! Must sell!
Best offer! *773-1925* EVES_____________
IBM XT COMPABLE, MONO MONITOR
512K, 2DRIVES,MANY PROGRAMS
GARY 544-7409 700/OBO
Nagel’S Must Sell! CNs no7,9,10,11
Can 541-2084 late eves Best

PIANO-ELEC.YAMAHA PF80 WITH
STAND. NEW. $1350. 927-8254

1 or 2F’s - 1rm avail in 2 bdr house
close to Poly $350obo 544-9264
ROOM FOR RENT M or F $250 single
Available Spring $165 shared
Call 543-0498

FREE Condos & Homes for sale infor
mation packet available on campus
Call Marguerite Century 21 541-3432

FREE LIST OF ALL THE AFFORDABLE
HOUSES & CONDOS FOR SALE IN SLO.
CALL STEVE NELSON-543-8370-LEAVE
A MESSAGE-FARRELL SMYTH,INC.
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She said she feels the Multi
cultural Center on campus is ef
fective. “ I think they’ve been
From page 1
fore an American ship picked very helpful and understanding,’’
them up. After a week, they said Thuan. “ It provides stu
landed at Camp Pendleton in dents with a place to go with
southern California, where she their problems.’’
As president of the Vietnamese
lived before moving to the San
Student
Association, Thuan said
Jose area.
“ I was lucky,’’ said Thuan. “ I the Vietnamese students at Cal
didn’t see a lot of bloodshed.’’ Poly study too hard and par
She added that hers is not the ticipate in very few social activi
most tragic story out of the ties. She said she would like to
almost 200 Vietnamese students see this change.
“ In the past we’ve kept a very
at Cal Poly. “ One of my close
low
profile,’’ said Thuan. “ I think
friends escaped with her brother.
“ They were alone on an island for it’s about time for us to get more
over six months before being exposure. We need to show who
we are, what we stand for and
picked up.’’
Thuan said although she didn’t that we’re working hard and
speak a word of English, she was contributing to society.’’
Thuan said she would like to fit
able to pick it up fairly quickly
into
American society, yet retain
because she was only a few years
her
culture. “ Sometimes the
old. By the fifth or sixth grade
she was able to communicate in values clash,’’ she said.
The roles of women create a
English.
problem, said Thuan. “ If some
The new building will consist one saw a woman drinking or
of three stories and will also have smoking (in Vietnam) they would
a penthouse. The first floor will look at her bad, attach a stigma
house library and community to her,’’ said Thuan.
She said she realizes she will
functions, and will also feature
never be American, no matter
conference rooms.
The second floor will be for how hard she tries. “ I have to be
public library functions and the myself,’’ she said. “ I have to be
third floor will be used for library proud of my culture and proud of
who I am.’’
and administrative functions.
Thuan is planning to graduate
The penthouse will be used to
this
quarter. She’s interviewing
store equipment.
“ The outside of the library will for jobs in the San Jose area and
have a lot of Mediterranean would like to go to Vietnam in
recall,’’ said Bruce Fraser, ar the future.
“ I’ve always had a dream to go
chitect of the new library. “ It
will have a Spanish-Colonial look, back to my country and apply
like a lot of the buildings in town what I’ve learned here,’’ said
do, with brick and plaster on the Thuan. “ But America is my
home.’’
outside.’’

THUAN

SENATE
From page 1
the amendment unanimously.
Dave Garrido, alternate School
of Business senator and bowling
proponent, argued that having
an accounting firm would be
useless because it would only
look over the alley’s past.
“ Everyone knows it was
operating at a loss,’’ he said.
“ They won’t tell us anything we
don’t already know .... It would
be a waste of $3,000.’’
Garrido also said bias would
still be an issue even if the audit
committee existed.
“ 1 can’t buy that,’’ said School
of Engineering Senator Tom
Lebens.
ASI Controller Sean Tuite also
disagreed. “ It’s not to throw
away $3,000,’’ he said. “ It’s to
gel a fair, professional position.’’

LIBRARY
From page 1
necessary funding, Kellerman
said.
Maino Construction Company
has been contracted to build the
new library. The company
started
construction
last
September and is looking to
finish at the one-year mark. Rain
has delayed construction by as
much as a month, said a
spokesperson from the company.
The new library will be more
than five times as large as the
one currently in use, with 31,455
square feet compared to the
6,000-foot old library.

WAR
From page 1
of 31 Soviet and American scien
tists, and a tour planned for the
Soviet Union, are all indications
of the changing political climate.
After speaking to many scien
tists about their ideology and
politics, Heilman said he feels
“ the scientific community in
Russia is much more open.’’
He said the most frequent
question Americans ask is
“ What about the Russians?’’ The
most frequent question that the

Russians ask is, “ What about
the Americans?’’ as each side is
worried about the other. They
don’t trust each other, he said.
At the conclusion of his talk,
Heilman asked everyone to find a
human Interest group that
sounds the best to each of them
and get involved with it.
“ Don’t quit when there is arms
reduction or peace talks,’’ said
Heilman. “ Get involved until the
problem is solved.’’

CONTEST
From page 6
and thin, they’re all there to help
support everyone.’’
Shafer, although competing
with a fractured right hand,
scored the most points with the
judges and audience during the
swimwear competition when he
remained on stage dancing and
flexing until Perry asked him to

step down.
“ Mr. Fraternity’’ at the end of
the contest, Shafer said he felt
good about winning but really
wasn’t looking for any publicity.
“ It was a house event and it’s
kind of neat to have our house
looking good in front of everyone
else — it was sort of looked down
upon as a party house,’’ he said.

VILLAGE
From page 5
the Design Village Committee,
emphasized the main goal of the
project is to learn and have fun.
C o m m i t t e e me mb e r Steve
Buchholz said one of the activi

ties planned for the students is a
science fiction movie festival
featuring movies such as “ Ab
bott and Costello Go to Mars’’
and “ The Day the Earth Stood
Still.’’

Queen Victoria says, “ O ff with your head
— Tm reading Mustang Daily!**_____________

NAESS
From page 7
fallen into second place with a
7-3 record.
Cal Poly will return to the
friendly confines of the Main
Gym this weekend, hosting Cal
State Los Angeles tonight and
Cal State Northridge Saturday.
Both games start 8 p.m. The
games will be crucial, since all of
the Mustangs’ CCAA losses have
occurred on the road.
“ I don’t know what the pro
blem is when we play games
away from home,’’ said Naess. “ I
do know in our case that during
the last two weeks, we played
five games in a period of nine
days. We got so high for the first
three games that we had a major
letdown when we played the last
two games on the road.
“ The team even got together
before the Dominguez Hills game
and talked about it, but we just
couldn’t seem to get up for the
game. We just couldn’t play any
defense.’’
Naess has been a pleasant sur
prise for the Mustangs. A
starter, he is averaging 11 points
and five rebounds per game.
“ I reallv didn’t think I would

lu ll S

be starting this season,’’ he said.
“ My main goal this year was to
come into games and provide
some extra offensive strength. I
knew we needed someone to help
replace the offensive capabilities
of Melvin Parker and I was hop
ing I could help do that.’’
With his large 6-5, 210-pound
frame, Naess is a definite scoring
threat from under the basket.
But he has also proven that he
can shoot from the outside, and
he has even become a proficient
three-point shooter.
“ When I was in high school 1
played under the basket and that
is where most of my points came
from,’’ he said. “ But when I
played in summer leagues most
of the other players were bigger
than I was and I had to learn to
shoot from the outside.’’
The Mustangs will play their
final two games on the road next
week. They must finish among
the top four to qualify for the
CCAA T ournament.
“ If we win them (this
weekend’s games) then we will
hopefully be on a roll when we
finish the season on the road,’’
said Naess.

Rock & Roll

Live
Entertainment

ISNA CAL POLY PRESENTS

SIN S SALVATION
ACCORDING TO

ISLAM AND
CHRISTIANITY
SENIOR PASTOR, GRACE BIBLE CHURCH AG

L
DIRECTOR, ISLAMIC SOCIETY OF ORANGE COUNTY

MONDAY, FEB. 22, 7pm
The New Frontier
Fri. & Sat. February 19th & 20th
m usic starts at 9:00 pm
Bogie's Cantina is the Newest, Hottest, and Only Night Club in the S.L.O.
area where you'll find the Best in Live Rock & Roll Entertainment. Come by
and see for yourself, you won't be disappointed!

Bogie's Cantina (formerly Shenandoah)
Laguna Village Shopping Center 541-4150

CAL POLY THEATRE
REFRESHMENTS AT 6 :30 pm - All Welcome!
C O SPO NSO R ED BY:

ASI SPEAKERS FORUM

